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Natural hazards in Australia:
droughts
• Droughts have significant economic, social and
environmental impacts but understanding and
quantifying these impacts is complex
• Impacts of drought emphasised in Australia because
agriculture and water storage/supply infrastructure
and systems are designed based on an incomplete
understanding into Australia’s environment
– Large spatial and temporal hydroclimatic variability not
properly considered
– Leads to vulnerability and overexploitation of water
resources.

Natural hazards in Australia:
droughts
• Droughts are a recurrent and natural part of the
Australian hydroclimate, with evidence of drought
dating back thousands of years.
• Ability to monitor, attribute, and forecast drought is
exposed as insufficient whenever a drought occurs.
• Unlike other hydroclimatic hazards, we currently have
limited ability to tell when a drought will begin or end.
• Managing drought is complex due to the variety of
temporal and spatial scales at which drought occurs
and the diverse direct and indirect causes and
consequences of drought
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Natural hazards in Australia:
droughts
• To improve understanding and management of
drought, three research challenges:
– (1) defining and monitoring drought characteristics (i.e. frequency, start,
duration, magnitude, and spatial extent) to remove confusion between
drought causes, impacts and risks and better distinguish between
drought, aridity, and water scarcity due to over-extractions;
– (2) documenting historical (instrumental and preinstrumental) variation
in drought to better understand baseline drought characteristics,
enable more rigorous identification and attribution of drought events or
trends, inform/evaluate hydrological and climate modelling activities
and give insights into possible future drought scenarios;
– (3) improving prediction/projection of drought characteristics with
seasonal to multidecadal lead times and including more realistic
modelling of the multiple factors that cause (or contribute to) drought.
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Australia’s drought history – instrumental
(~1900-present)
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Baseline drought
characteristics: Difficult to
compare one major drought
to another since each
drought differs in the
seasonality, location, spatial
extent, magnitude and
duration of its impacts
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Australia’s drought history
• Droughts caused by a variety of both oceanatmospheric and hydrological factors:
–
–
–
–
–

Large-scale ocean-atmospheric processes (ENSO, etc)
Precipitation deficits (or absence of extreme rainfall events)
Evapotranspiration, temperature and wind
Soil moisture deficits
Land-surface feedbacks

• But it is rare, especially during the short period
covered by Australia’s instrumental hydroclimate
records, that these factors are in similar states across
multiple drought periods – makes attribution,
modelling, prediction and management difficult
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Australia’s drought history – instrumental
(~1900-present)
% difference from long term mean
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Northeast Australia
Spring/summer decline
Strongly linked to ENSO

•

Widespread precip deficit
(northwest-southeast gradient)
Decline across all seasons
Strong links to Indian Ocean SSTs
but ENSO + SAM also play a role
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Southeast & southwest Australia
Autumn decline
SAM + ENSO

Australia’s hydroclimatic history
• Pre-instrumental (prior to ~1900)…a quick summary
of things I know about:
– Pauline’s work from yesterday
– Russell Drysdale and co (UMelb): speleothems (cave
deposits)
– Tessa Vance and co (UTas/ACE CRC): ice cores
– Kathy Allen and co (UMelb/UTas): trees and ANZDA
– Jacky Croke and co (UQ): sediments/flood deposits
– Ian Goodwin and co (MacquarieU): coastal erosion and
offshore sand deposits
– Nerilie Abram and co (ANU): corals
– Plus lots of others emerging or already existing but not yet
explored or tailored for hydrological insights….
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Australia’s hydroclimatic history
• Pre-instrumental (prior to ~1900)

And other info from West
Aust that Pauline
presented yesterday…

Reconstruction result - Wombeyan

Ho, M., Kiem, A.S. and Verdon-Kidd, D.C. (2015): A paleoclimate rainfall reconstruction in the Murray-Darling
Basin (MDB), Australia: 2. Assessing hydroclimatic risk using preinstrumental information on wet and dry
epochs. Water Resources Research, 51, doi:10.1002/2015WR017059.
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Exceedance Probability: Upper Murray
WET

DRY

Exceedance Probability: Upper Murray
WET

DRY

Probability of both dry and wet periods exceeding a decade at least 10 times more
likely prior to 1883 than suggested by instrumental records.
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More pre-instrumental information…..

• Ice cores from Antarctica (Vance et al 2015)
– Changes to sea salt in ice cores at Law Dome is linked to changes
in wind circulation patterns in the Indian and Pacific Oceans
which is linked to changes in ENSO/IPO which is linked to
rain/hydrology in eastern Australia
– Use these links to reconstruct 1000y ENSO/IPO/east Aust rainfall

Vance et al (Geophys. Research Lett., Jan 2015)
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- a 39 y drought (AD 1174-1212)
- a drought-dominated ~120 years
(~1100-1220)
- Lots of periods drier/wetter than
anything seen in instrumental
record

Vance et al (Geophys. Research Lett., Jan 2015)

• See also the ~500yr east Aust/NZ drought atlas
(~1550-2012) based on tree rings and corals
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Multiple lines of evidence suggest….
• Droughts similar to, and longer than, `Big Dry‘ (19972008), WWII (1935-1945) and Federation (late
1890s) droughts have occurred on a regular basis in
Australia's past (last 2700 yrs)
• Six megadroughts (> 10 yrs) occurred between AD
1000-1320 including a 39 y drought (AD 1174-1212)
• Wet epochs that are wetter and longer than anything
seen in the instrumental record have occurred
several times over the last 2750 years
– ~1400-1450, 1500-1620, mid-1800s

Multiple lines of evidence suggest….
• Droughts similar to, and longer than, `Big Dry‘ (19972008), WWII (1935-1945) and Federation (late
1890s) droughts have occurred on a regular basis in
Australia's past (last 2700 yrs)
• Six megadroughts (> 10 yrs) occurred between AD
1000-1320 including a 39 y drought (AD 1174-1212)
This challenges the underlying assumptions governing
• Wet epochs that are wetter and longer than anything
water resources planning and management:
seen in the
have
1) instrumental
That droughts record
> 5 y are
rareoccurred
(~3 in 100 yrs)
several times
over
the
last
2750
years
2) That droughts > ~15 y are not possible
3) That
flood/drought
risk is stationary
– ~1400-1450,
1500-1620,
mid-1800s
4) That IFDs, ARIs, AEPs etc established based
on instrumental record are sufficient…
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Exciting work with lots of
potential….but…
• How do we best use the palaeoclimate info:
– To put instrumental record into context and improve understanding of
past and future drought?
– To provide practically-useful information to water resource managers
and other decision makers?
– To answer key policy questions? What are the key policy questions that
this info can help with?

• How to deal with inherent uncertainties with the palaeo info?
Different temporal/spatial scales? Different accuracies on
dating? Different target locations/seasons? Different purposes
for which the palaeo records were originally developed?
• What about climate models and other data sources (radar,
remote sensing, reanalysis etc)?

Exciting work with lots of
potential….but…
• Need to bring the various communities and fields of
science involved together to get the most we can out
of this work:
– Palaeoclimatologists of various persuasions, hydrologists,
climate modellers, water resource managers etc..

• And to properly understand historical water
availability across Australia so we get some realistic
insights into future water availability.
• How to do that??
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Proposal
• ….
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